Quantum steering describes how local actions on a quantum system can affect another, space-like separated, quantum state. Lately, quantum steering has been formulated also for time-like scenarios and for quantum channels. We approach all the three scenarios as one using tools from Stinespring dilations of quantum channels. By applying our technique we link all three steering problems oneto-one with the incompatibility of quantum measurements, a result formerly known only for spatial steering. We exploit this connection by showing how measurement uncertainty relations can be used as tight steering inequalities for all three scenarios. Moreover, we show that certain notions of temporal and spatial steering are fully equivalent and prove a hierarchy between temporal steering and macrorealistic hidden variable models. Introduction.-Quantum steering refers to the possibility of one party, typically called Alice, to affect the quantum state of a spatially separated party, typically called Bob, by making only local measurements on her system. Quantum steering formalises spooky action at a distance [1] and as such it is an entanglement verification method intermediate to trust-based entanglement witnesses and no trust-requiring device-independent scenarios, e.g., Bell inequalities. Steering provides a natural framework for semi-device independent quantum information protocols [2-4] and a guideline for theoretical and experimental work on both entanglement theory and nonlocality [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, steering is known to be closely connected to incompatibility of quantum measurements [11, 12] . To be more precise, it has been shown that steering and joint measurability problems are in one-to-one correspondence [13] and that unsteerability of quantum states can be checked through incompatibility breaking properties of quantum channels [14] .
Quantum steering describes how local actions on a quantum system can affect another, space-like separated, quantum state. Lately, quantum steering has been formulated also for time-like scenarios and for quantum channels. We approach all the three scenarios as one using tools from Stinespring dilations of quantum channels. By applying our technique we link all three steering problems oneto-one with the incompatibility of quantum measurements, a result formerly known only for spatial steering. We exploit this connection by showing how measurement uncertainty relations can be used as tight steering inequalities for all three scenarios. Moreover, we show that certain notions of temporal and spatial steering are fully equivalent and prove a hierarchy between temporal steering and macrorealistic hidden variable models. Introduction.-Quantum steering refers to the possibility of one party, typically called Alice, to affect the quantum state of a spatially separated party, typically called Bob, by making only local measurements on her system. Quantum steering formalises spooky action at a distance [1] and as such it is an entanglement verification method intermediate to trust-based entanglement witnesses and no trust-requiring device-independent scenarios, e.g., Bell inequalities. Steering provides a natural framework for semi-device independent quantum information protocols [2] [3] [4] and a guideline for theoretical and experimental work on both entanglement theory and nonlocality [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, steering is known to be closely connected to incompatibility of quantum measurements [11, 12] . To be more precise, it has been shown that steering and joint measurability problems are in one-to-one correspondence [13] and that unsteerability of quantum states can be checked through incompatibility breaking properties of quantum channels [14] .
Extending the spatial case, steering has recently found its temporal counterpart [15] (see Fig. 1 ). The idea of temporal steering is to ask whether steering-like phenomenon can be achieved on a single quantum system, where Alice measures a single particle first and then hands it to Bob. Naturally one could argue that some sort of steering effect is easy to reach in such scenarios, because Alice's measurement choice can in principle affect Bob's state, i.e. Alice can signal to Bob. However, signalling can be excluded by using well-chosen input states. The remaining non-trivial (as well as trivial) scenarios have found connections to, for example, nonMarkovianity [16] . In this work we want to characterise quantum measurements. Hence, we don't wish to restrict ourselves to specific input states. Instead, we take an approach where non-signalling is a state-independent builtin feature. Later we show that all (non-trivial) temporal scenarios can be mapped into our formulation.
State steering has a natural extension to the level of quantum channels through the well-known state-channel isomorphism [17] . This extension is called channel steering, and it investigates the possibility of Alice to affect Bob's end of a broadcast channel from Charlie to Alice and Bob. Technically, channel steering can be seen as a (semi-device independent) method to verify that an extension of a channel from Charlie to Bob is coherent [17] . By now channel steering has been introduced as a theoretical construction, but in this article we show how a certain modification of the channel steering protocol can be used as a powerful framework for all three steering scenarios. To demonstrate the strength of our approach, we map all three steering scenarios one-to-one to the incompatibility of quantum measurements, provide universally applicable steering inequalities through measurement un-certainty relations, show an equivalence between spatial and temporal steering, and finally show a hierarchy between temporal steering and macrorealistic hidden variable models.
Spatial steering.-Steering scenarios can be seen as processes where an untrusted party (Alice) sends a trusted party (Bob) a state assemblage {ρ a|x } a,x , where x labels the measurements and a the respective outcomes, satisfying the non-signalling condition a ρ a|x = a ρ a|x ′ for all x, x ′ . The non-signalling property is crucial in our scenarios for reasons to become clear in the following subsections. The steerability of a state assemblage is decided by checking the existence of a so-called local hidden state model (see also below).
In spatial steering the state assemblage originates from space-like separated local measurements on one party and is hence naturally non-signalling. Formally, consider a bipartite system described by a quantum state ρ AB . When Alice performs measurements described by positive operator valued measures (POVMs) {A a|x } a,x (i.e. A a|x ≥ 0 and a A a|x = 1 1 for all a, x) on her system, Bob is left with a non-normalised state assemblage
(1) 
and steerable otherwise. Here p(λ) ≥ 0 is the probability that Bob's state σ λ occurs and p(a|x, λ) ≥ 0 are conditional probabilities so that a p(a|x, λ) = 1 for each x, λ. The r.h.s. of Eq. (2) is called, when existing, a local hidden state (LHS) model for the assemblage {ρ a|x } a,x . Temporal steering.-For temporal steering one needs the concept of quantum instruments. Quantum instruments are collections of completely positive maps which sum up to a completely positive trace preserving (cptp) map, i.e. to a quantum channel. Physically, instruments describe the state transformation caused by a measurement and one can think of them as a generalisation of the projection postulate to the case of POVMs. For a POVM {A a } a the most typical instrument is the von Neumann-Lüders instrument I L a (ρ) = √ A a ρ √ A a and all possible instruments compatible with {A a } a are the ones which code the measurement outcome probabilities into the post-measurement state, i.e. tr[I a (ρ)] = tr[A a ρ] for all ρ. It can be shown [18] that any such instrument implementing {A a } a can be described by the quantum channels {Λ a } a from Alice to Bob applied to the von Neumann-Lüders instrument via
In temporal steering one is interested in state assemblages {ρ temp a|x } a,x which are given by the actions of a set of quantum instruments {I a|x } a,x on a single system state ρ A . The steerability of this assemblage is decided by checking the existence of a LHS model, i.e. the scenario is temporally non-steerable if
and steerable otherwise. In temporal steering the nonsignalling condition is not a built-in feature. However, as some input states lead to steering trivially, it makes sense to talk about temporal steering only in the case of non-signalling assemblages. Finally, note that sometimes temporal state assemblages are defined through an instrument and an additional time evolution. However, as a concatenation of an instrument and a channel is an instrument, we don't write the channel explicitly to our state assemblages. Main technique.-As our main technique we use the Stinespring dilation of quantum channels. In text book quantum mechanics any quantum channel Λ on a finitedimensional system is given through the representation
where U is a unitary operator on the total space of the system and an environment E, and ρ 0 is a quantum state of the environment [19] . This type of representation is, however, not the only way to dilate a channel. It appears that a slightly modified version of Stinespring dilation is better tailored for our purposes. Namely, instead of using a unitary operator on the system and its environment, we define an isometry V : H → A ⊗ K, where H and K are the Hilbert spaces of the input and output systems and A is the Hilbert space of a dummy system. For a channel given in the Kraus form Λ(ρ) =
being an orthonormal basis of the dummy system. With this isometry the dilation simply reads
Note that this dilation doesn't have a specific initial state on the environment and, hence, in order to make a clear distinction between the text-book dilation in Eq. (4) and our dilation in Eq. (5) we talk about a dummy system instead of an environment. We are specifically interested in sets of instruments {I a|x } a,x which do not allow signalling, i.e. which have the same total channel Λ := a I a|x = a I a|x ′ for every x, x ′ . Non-signalling instruments are related to observables on the dummy space of their total channel Λ [20, 21] . Namely, the actions of non-signalling instruments {I a|x } a,x can always be written as actions of a set of POVMs {Ã a|x } a,x on the dummy part of the dilation, i.e.
Note that in general the dummy POVMs {Ã a|x } a,x do not coincide with the POVMs {A a|x } a,x one measures on the actual system. Note, moreover, that the isometry V is constructed from Λ and does, due to non-signalling, not depende on x.
In what follows, we will mainly concentrate on minimal dummy systems, i.e. minimal Stinespring dilations. The minimality means that r is the smallest possible dimension, in which case the Kraus operators of the total channel are linearly independent. In this case (for a given total channel) the correspondence between the dummy POVMs and the instruments they define is one-to-one [20, 21] . Namely, we have that
from where the matrix elements ϕ l |Ã a|x |ϕ k of the dummy POVMs can be computed.
Minimal dilation for a state assemblage.-A crucial concept for our study is joint measurability. Joint measurability of a set of POVMs {A a|x } a,x is defined as the existence of a common POVM {G λ } λ from which the original POVMs can be post-processed. This means that the set is jointly measurable if for every a, x
and incompatible otherwise. Here p(·|x, λ) is a probability distribution for every x, λ. Because of the one-to-one connection between dummy POVMs and instruments (for a given total channel), we see that a set {Ã a|x } a,x of dummy POVMs is jointly measurable if and only if the instruments {I a|x } a,x (defined through the minimal dilation) have a common refinement, i.e. for every a, x one has
To relate this connection to steering, note that any state ensemble {p(λ), ρ λ } λ , where λ p(λ) = 1 is an output of a state preparator, i.e. an instrument with a trivial input space C. Even though using a one-dimensional Hilbert space might sound unconventional, it appears to be useful for our purposes as any non-signalling state assemblage {ρ a|x } a,x can be seen as originating from a non-signalling set {I a|x } a,x of state preparators. Hence, any non-signalling state assemblage can be written [see Eq. (6)] through the minimal Stinespring dilation as
where |1 is a complex number with norm one and |ψ := V |1 is a unit vector on the compound system. As the dummy observables {Ã a|x } a,x are unique for a given minimal dilation, and as the state preparator corresponding to a LHS model has the same total channel as state preparators associated to the assemblage, we arrive to our first Observation [see also Eq. (9)] Observation 1. Any non-signalling state assemblage {ρ a|x } a,x is unsteerable if and only if the associated observables {Ã a|x } a,x on the minimal dilation of the corresponding state preparator are jointly measurable.
In order to make the Observation 1 more concrete, consider a state assemblage given by a set of state preparators {I a|x } a,x through Eq. (10). The state of the total system V |1 1|V
† is clearly a purification of ρ B := a ρ a|x . One possible choice of this purification is the canonical one |ψ = (I ⊗ ρ 1/2 B )|ψ + , where |ψ + = i |ii is the non-normalised maximally entangled state written in the eigenbasis of ρ B . For this choice Eq. (10) reads
where the transpose is taken in the eigenbasis of ρ B . In this case the dummy observables whose joint measurability solves spatial and temporal steerability are given as
. Noting that joint measurability is invariant under transposition, we get as a special case of our Observation 1 the known result [13] for spatial steering stating that a state assemblage {ρ a|x } a,x is unsteerable if and only if the so-called Bob's steering equivalent observables defined as B a|x := ρ
are jointly measurable. It is worth mentioning that Observation 1 can also be used to reproduce a known example of the connection between temporal steering and joint measurability for scenarios using Lüders instruments and a maximally mixed input state [22] . For discussion about this example and its connection to Observation 1, see Appendix A.
Channel steering.-In channel steering [17] one is interested in an assemblage of instruments {I a|x } a,x instead of states. This assemblage originates from a process where Charlie sends quantum states to Bob through a quantum channel Λ C→B which possibly entangles some of the states to an environment (Alice) (see Fig. 2 ). The task is to decide if the entanglement between Alice and Bob is strong enough to allow Alice to steer Bob's outputs of the channel. Mathematically this means that one takes a channel extension Λ C→A⊗B of the channel Λ C→B and defines an instrument assemblage through
Note that here the assemblage is non-signalling by definition. The unsteerability of this instrument assemblage is defined as the existence of a common instrument I λ and post-processings p(a|x, λ) such that
Noticing that Eq. (13) and Eq. (9) are identical and using a minimal dummy system instead of a generic extension in Eq. (12) we arrive to the following Observation.
Observation 2. An instrument assemblage {I a|x } a,x defined through a minimal dilation Λ C→A⊗B is unsteerable if and only if the associated dummy POVMs {Ã a|x } a,x are jointly measurable.
There exists a former result on the connection between channel steering and joint measurability [23] . This result, however, can be proven to be false (see Appendix B).
With all three steering scenarios being mapped into incompatibility, we are ready to discuss the use of measurement uncertainty relations as steering inequalities.
Steering inequalities from incompatibility.-As various joint measurement uncertainty relations have been analytically characterised [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , our Observation 1 and Observation 2 open up a possibility to use these relations as steering inequalities for all three scenarios. To give an example of such uncertainty relation, consider the simplest case of two two-valued qubit observables given by
These observables are jointly measurable [24] if and only if
This inequality is universally applicable to all three steering scenarios and gives an 'if and only if' condition for each of them. As an example, consider inserting the observables from Eq. (14) as the dummy observables to Eq. (7). This gives instruments for which channel steering can directly be decided. We are ready to state our next Observation.
Observation 3. Joint measurement uncertainty relations can be used as steering inequalities for spatial, temporal and channel steering.
In the following we further demonstrate the applicability of the technique by first showing an equivalence between temporal and spatial steering and then showing that temporally non-steerable correlations are a proper subset of macrorealistic correlations.
Equivalence between temporal and spatial steering. -Applying the Stinespring dilation to a set of nonsignalling instruments {I a|x } a,x shows that the temporal steering scenario they define can be mapped into the spatial steering scenario, see Eq. (6). The question remains which spatial scenarios can be reached by these instruments as the mapping is not in general injective.
To answer this, take a non-signalling state assemblage {ρ a|x } a,x with a d-dimensional support. Notice that this state assemblage can be prepared through spatial steering using a purification of the total state ρ B := a ρ a|x [32] [33] [34] [see also Eq. (11)]. Hence, we need an isometry V which has such purification in its range. One possible choice is the set of Kraus operators K k = |k k|, where {|k } , where the transpose is taken in the eigenbasis of ρ B , we get through the minimal dilation of the channel Λ(ρ) := k K k ρK † k the desired state assemblage
With this, we are ready to state the next Observation:
Observation 4. Temporal and spatial steering are fully equivalent problems in that temporal steering can be embedded into the spatial scenario and the two can produce exactly the same assemblages. Moreover, any nonsignalling state assemblage on a d-level system can be reproduced with non-signalling instruments acting on a d-level system.
The above Observation has two crucial consequences. First, if temporal steering results in a non-signalling as-semblage, then it can be realised with non-signalling instruments. Hence, restricting to non-signalling instruments is actually not a restriction at all. Second, Observation 4 allows one to prove a hierarchy between temporal steering and macrorealistic hidden variable models (see below).
Temporal steering and macrorealism.-We now proceed to show that steering has an analogous role in the temporal scenario to that of the spatial case. Namely, whereas spatially non-steerable correlations are a proper subset of local correlations, we show that temporally nonsteerable correlations are a proper subset of macrorealistic correlations. To be precise, by correlations we mean here the joint probability distributions and not the correlation functions.
To do so, recall that the probabilities in a sequential measurement scenario (consisting here of two different time steps) are said to have a macrorealistic hidden variable model if they can be written in the form [35] 
where p(·), p(·|x, λ) and p(·|y, λ) are probability distributions for all x, y and λ. Provided that one uses nonsignalling instruments, the l.h.s. of the above equation can be written in the distributed scenario simply as tr[(Ã a|x ⊗ B b|y )V ρV † ]. As the non-signalling condition is automatically satisfied for a given total channel, our question boils down to finding an isometry V and a state ρ such that the state V ρV † is steerable but local. By defining the Kraus operators
we see that the state ρ := λ|ψ ψ| + (1 − λ) [8, 36] . However, considering only projective measurements does not cover all possible instruments compatible with the total channel but a similar result can be proven for POVMs (see Appendix C). As the (non-tight) inclusion of temporally non-steerable correlations to the set of macrorealistic correlations follows from their definitions, we are ready to write down our last Observation:
Observation 5. The set of temporally non-steerable correlations is a proper subset of macrorealistic correlations.
The above Observation shows that there exists instances of temporal steering where a certain steerable channel-state pair can never lead to non-macrorealistic behaviour, no matter what (non-signalling) measurements (compatible with the channel) are performed on the first party.
Conclusions. -In this work, we have approached spatial, temporal and channel steering through a modified version of the well-known Stinespring dilation. We have demonstrated the power of our approach by showing that incompatibility of quantum measurements is one-to-one connected to quantum steering in all three scenarios. In addition, we have shown how measurement uncertainty relations can be used as universal steering inequalities through this connection.
In contrast to the formerly known connections between spatial steering and joint measurability [11] [12] [13] [14] , the new approach is not limited to incompatibility. Using the Stinespring approach, we have mapped temporal steering into a framework where non-signalling is a built-in state-independent feature. Moreover, we have shown an equivalence between temporal and spatial steering, and shown that temporally unsteerable correlations are a proper subset of non-macrorealistic correlations. For future works it would be interesting to investigate other possible connections between temporal and spatial correlations, e.g., investigate if our approach can be used to translate such concepts as entanglement in a meaningful way to the temporal scenario.
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APPENDIX A. Temporal steering
In a former work [22] the authors have discussed a connection between temporal steering and joint measurability using Lüders instruments to describe the state update caused by Alice's measurements. The result of the article states that a set of observables is non-jointly measurable if and only if it can be used for temporal steering. Whereas this claim works perfectly for the maximally mixed input state, it is worth noting that, for example, a typical joint measurement scenario with orthogonal noisy qubit observables A η ±1|x := 1 2 (1 1±η x· σ), where 0 < η ≤ 1 is the noise parameter, leads to signalling assemblages with any other input state than the maximally mixed one. Hence, even jointly measurable observables, i.e. η ≤ 1 √ 3 [24] , can lead to temporal steering in the state-dependent framework providing a counter example for the general claim in [22] . For scenarios including the maximally mixed input state and Lüders instruments, one sees that our approach gives the transposed versions of Alice's observables as dummy observables. Hence, one sees that the claims made in [22] for the specific input state and instruments can be reproduced using our method.
B. Channel steering
There exists a former result [23] reporting a one-to-one connection between joint measurability of measurements {A a|x } a,x on any dilation (or extension) of the total channel and the non-steerability of the instrument assemblage they define. While it is true that compatible measurements will not lead to channel steering no matter which dilation (or extension) is used, the other direction is not true in general. Take, for example, any instrument assemblage {I a|x } a,x defined through linearly dependent Kraus operators
U of some unitary channel Λ U (ρ) = U ρU † . The instrument assemblage is given by
Hence defining p(a|x, λ) = 1 2 k,l ϕ l |Ã a|x |ϕ k (which is a probability distribution as {Ã a|x } a,x is a POVM), Λ λ = Λ U and the hidden variable space to be trivial, one sees that the setup is unsteerable for compatible as well as for incompatible sets {Ã a|x } a,x of POVMs.
To see how our result fits to the above example, note that as the minimal dilation of the channel Λ U is onedimensional, observables in this space are always jointly measurable and hence the instruments assemblage is nonsteerable.
